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Giving Power to Smallholders in
Nyanga District

QUICK FACTS:

Land preparation is the most power
intensive task in smallholder crop
production, and one of the most critical
operations (delayed land preparation results
in delayed planting, causing severe yield
penalties).
Farm power – including labour – is
increasingly constraining smallholder
production in Zimbabwe (collapse of
government-run tractor hiring schemes,
declining numbers of draught animals
due to recurrent droughts, ageing and
feminizing rural population due to ruralurban migration of mostly young males).
Planting without prior land preparation,
like in conservation agriculture, save
a lot of time (~ 2 hours per ha against
~ 50 conventionally). The use of small
tractors becomes an interesting option for
smallholders, as they are affordable and
easy to maintain in rural Zimbabwe.

It is not always viable for small
individual farmers to own small
tractors and operate them on
their farm. But a business model
where rural entrepreneurs provide
mechanization to farmers is
profitable for both service providers
and their clients.
In addition to small tractors and
their ancillary equipment, several
machines powered by small engines
can increase significantly labour
productivity, reduce drudgery and
improve the quality of operation (e.g.
double cob shellers).
Scaling small mechanization creates
employment at various levels: service
providers, mechanics, suppliers
of fuel, lubricants and spare parts,
manufacturers of implement, etc.

Small tractors are multipurpose and may be
used to meet the demand for post-harvest
operations, transport and water pumping.

Mechanised
conservation agriculture
for crop establishment
The use of a direct seeder (seeding without prior land preparation)
pulled by a 12 to 15 horsepower two-wheel tractor dramatically cuts
the time and labour required to establish a crop, allowing for timely
planting. It also reduces the drudgery of crop establishment, estimated
for example by the distance walked, and results in higher input use
efficiency (better placement of seeds for instance results in better
germination and a higher plant population using the same quantity
of seeds). In addition, the cost of the mechanized conservation
agriculture (a two-wheel tractor and a seeder) is commensurate with
the investment required for conventional cropping practices (a pair of
oxen, a plough and a planter).

No-till planting with a two-wheel tractor and double-row planter –
credit: CIMMYT/F. Baudron
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During the 2018/19 season
– which was marked by a
drought - plots established
using mechanical conservation
agriculture yielded 63%
more than plots established
conventionally (figure above).
This corresponded to about 1
ton per ha more (2.65 vs 1.63
tons per ha)

Minimum cost of capital required (USD)

Mechanised
shelling
The use of a small double cob sheller
dramatically increases the throughput and
reduces the labour demand of shelling
compared to conventional manual shelling,
for a modest cost of about 200USD.

Manual shelling
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Mechanized shelling
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Minimum cost of capital required (USD
Couple operating a double-cob sheller in
Nyanga, Zimbabwe. Credit: CIMMYT / S. Chikulo

Shelling one tonne of
maize by hand would
take a woman

Double-cob sheller is

100 times

12 days
but only
1 hour

faster than manual
shelling

with a double cob
sheller

Low Cost drip
irrigation
Access to irrigation enables farmers to increase cropping intensity.
The use of supplementary irrigation is also a key drought
mitigation strategy. Compared to manual watering, the use of drip
irrigation kits, either gravity-fed or using water supplied from a
tank filled with a small engine pump, reduces labour requirement
tremendously. Drip kits also save water and reduce weed pressure,
by applying water at the roots of the crop only. The use of drip kits
is a very cost-effective way to produce an irrigated crop: a gravityfed system costs in average 0.25 USD/m2, and a system using a
petrol pump and a tank 1.2 USD/m2.

Drip irrigation in Mapako gardens, Nyanga, Zimbabwe.
Credit: CIMMYT / S. Chikulo

Unlike the conventional
bucket system for
irrigating gardens, the
drip irrigation system
reduces drudgery and
saves water through
precision water
application
Watering cabbage with a bucket.
Credit: CIMMYT / S. Chikulo

Profitability analysis
Small mechanization service provision business has the potential to be a very profitable endeavour.
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Two-wheel tractor and 2 row planter
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ATA

+263 77 552 9583

Kurima

+263 73 139 7335

Saglos
Investments

+263 78 383 7156

Tank Stand

YZL

+263 77 346 8870

Two-wheel
tractor pulled
direct seeders

Grownet

+263 77 232 0765

Mealie Brand

+263 77 296 5397,

Kurima

+263 73 139 7335

Two-wheel
tractor trailers

YZL

+263 77 346 8870

ATA

+263 77 552 9583

Saglos
investments

+263 78 383 7156

Kurima

+263 73 139 7335

Bhola Hardware
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Farm and City

+263 4 251162-8

Nyanga Artisan
Mautsa

+263 77 592 0610
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Suppliers of irrigation equipment
Drip Accessories
(Tanks, drip tape,
poly pipe, PVC
pipe, fittings)
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Two-wheel tractor and Trailer*
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SHELLING

Pumps

Suppliers

Contact details

Drip Tech

+263 772 143 996-8

Lamasat

+263 73 356 9457

Lamasat

+263 73 356 9457

Mega Tank

+263 242 132
935/+263 712 616
033/4

Drip Tech

+263 772 143 996-8

PowerShop

+263 772 870 551

Training Centers
Type of training

Institution
offering training

Contact details

Operator training

Gwebi
Agricultural
College

Mr Jinya: +263 78
316 0643

Repair and
maintenance

Hatcliff (Institute
of Agric Eng)

Mr Murira: +263 77
298 0067

Manufacturing

Gwebi
Agricultural
College

Mrs Derembwe
Cell: +263 77 258
6751

